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Introduction

Simulations

✴Abundance

✴Simulations

gradients are direct probes of the
inside-out (or outside-in) growth of spiral galaxies
✴Recent evidence suggests that the radial
metallicity gradient inverts from negative in the thin
disc to positive in the thick disc
✴Are such “inversions” with increasing scale-height
seen in simulations? And if so, what physics drives
this behaviour?

drawn from a suit of
cosmological Milky Way-like discs, realised
with a range of assembly histories and
energy feedback schemes
✴Two different galaxies employed here
(15784 and 1536), each run with
conventional/weak feedback (MUGS) and
enhanced/strong feedback (MaGICC)

Radial metallicity gradient for different
heights

✴Symbols

indicate simulations and lines are
observations
✴In the inner disc: inversion of the gradient at
~1kpc
✴Best fit: galaxies with higher feedback (MaGICC)
Inner galaxy

Outer galaxy

7<rpresent<8 kpc

10<rpresent<11 kpc

Metallicity vs. Formation radius
of stars

✴Galaxy MaGICC-g15784
✴Lines are stars born

Thick
disc

at different

time steps
✴Density plots show all stars in each
current radial and vertical bin
✴Radial migration is higher in the
inner galaxy

Conclusions

✴With

14<rpresent<15 kpc

strong feedback, radial [Fe/H] gradients
invert at smaller radii, but not in the outer discs
✴The inversion of radial gradients is consistent with
the transition from thin to thick disc in observations
✴Radial migration of stars from the inner to outer
discs seems responsible for the inversion of the
radial metallicity gradient: there is an increased in
situ population (non migrators) in the outer thick
disc when compared to the inner thick disc

Thin
disc

Future work

✴Explore

trends in external discs (e.g.
IC-2531) with SALT
✴Populate simulations with synthetic
individual stars, rather than composite stellar
particles, to match observational selection
criteria
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